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So the question is, how do I extract the value without the first label? A: strcol is the one that has
the information So change your code to: {echo $strcol[1]} You can also check strcol in
documentation Thursday, July 23, 2011 and today's announcement The U.S. Department of Justice
today announced the first use of a GPS device to track whether motorists were obeying the speed
limit when traveling within the state. The state has installed speed and red light cameras to
improve traffic safety. These camera systems, together with new laws, will increase traffic safety
and will raise tens of millions of dollars to help the state government manage the impact on law
enforcement and the county's treasured public infrastructure. A coalition of 18 states and the
District of Columbia began deploying this technology across the United States in 2010 to
demonstrate the feasibility of using GPS to improve traffic safety. The Department of
Transportation has begun replacing traffic signals with cameras around the nation. "For years, law
enforcement agencies have pushed for a system that makes it possible for law enforcement to
keep their eyes on motorists violating state and local traffic laws," said U.S. Attorney for the
District of Colorado John Walsh. "The system we use today is taking us one step closer to that
ultimate goal." "Thousands of motorists are caught by traffic cameras every day with no system in
place to provide accurate records of those infractions," said Colorado Chief of State's Attorneys in
Denver County Patrick Blair. "For the first time, we have a method to track whether the driver was
breaking the law." The Justice Department is working with the National Association of Attorneys
General to educate law enforcement agencies and is collaborating with state and local agencies to
deploy the system. "In the past, state and local law enforcement agencies that wanted to use
traffic cameras had a need to know if drivers were violating the law," said Craig Stevens, Assistant
Attorney General for the Department of Justice's Criminal Division. "We are excited that the first
county to adopt the technology has started to turn this vision into a reality." Recording device The
technology is the result of a multi-year partnership among the U.S. Department of Justice, the
District of Colorado and Denver County State Attorney's Office. The system uses in-vehicle mobile
data recorders to
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highly effective ways to increase your business Are you looking for Highly Effective ways to

increase your business? Read on! So, you are keen to earn the money that you desire at this point
in your life. This article will cover some of the things you can do to make you more money and

accomplish your goal. The right ideas will help you to take your success into your hands. Affiliate
marketing is a type of business where an individual promotes another product or service without
having to pay anything upfront. If a web site or blog about computers recommends one of your

products, you receive a commission. This process is not a payment system, and you will not
receive a direct payment as you will to any other form of advertising. Make sure that you know
how to operate on your own before jumping into things. This can be hard. You’ll learn a lot by

reading the articles on this website as well as other relevant sites. You will find that learning how
to act like an expert in the field of affiliate marketing will make you more powerful and take less

time. As a new affiliate marketer, you’ll get a lot of scams coming your way. If you’re easy to con,
you’ll soon be out of business. Stay away from companies with problems with them. You can

determine if a company is trustworthy by looking at a few simple things. If it has an easy to work
with site, with user-friendly functions, if they have a product that actually works, as well as an
affiliate program that you can use immediately, then you know you can trust them. These are

things that you need to look for in any business you deal with. If you do not find them, look
elsewhere. It is sometimes important for an affiliate marketer to advertise for a product that

cannot
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